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WINE 2005, the First Workshop on Internet and Network Economics (WINE 2005), took place in Hong Kong, China,
December 15-17, 2005. The symposium aims to provide a forum for researchers working in Internet and Network
Economic algorithms from all over the world. The final count of electronic submissions was 372, of which 108 were
accepted. It consists of the main program of 31 papers, of which the submitter email accounts are: 10 from edu (USA)
accounts, 3 from hk (Hong Kong), 2 each from il (Isreal), cn (China), ch (Switzerland), de (Germany), jp (Japan), gr
(Greece), 1 each from hp. com, sohu. com, pl (Poland), fr (France), ca (Canada), and in (India). In addition, 77 papers
from 20 countries or regions and 6 dot. coms were selected for 16 special focus tracks in the areas of Internet and
Algorithmic Economics; E-Commerce Protocols; Security; Collaboration, Reputation and Social Networks; Algorithmic
Mechanism; Financial Computing; Auction Algorithms; Online Algorithms; Collective Rationality; Pricing Policies; Web
Mining Strategies; Network Economics; Coalition Strategies; Internet Protocols; Price Sequence; Equilibrium. We had
one best student paper nomination: “Walrasian Equilibrium: Hardness, Approximations and Tracktable Instances” by
Ning Chen and Atri Rudra. We would like to thank Andrew Yao for serving the conference as its Chair, with inspiring
encouragement and far-sighted leadership. We would like to thank the International Program Committee for spending
their valuable time and effort in the review process.
Despite armed internal conflict and the global financial crisis, Sri Lanka has made remarkable progress in recent years, enjoying
healthy economic growth and substantially reducing poverty. Moreover, Sri Lankans are the best-educated people in South Asia,
with widespread access and high completion rates in primary and secondary education. Economic growth and structural changes
in the economy, however, make skills development imperative as Sri Lanka implements its plan - the Mahinda Chintana (MC) - to
become a regional hub in strategic economic areas. Yet skills shortages and mismatches are widespread, and firms with
undereducated employees and a shortage of skilled labour are less productive. An effective skills development system will help
diversify the economy; improve labour productivity and competitiveness; give the country the flexibility it needs to compete
effectively in the global economy; and further reduce poverty. As Sri Lanka moves from a factor-driven to an efficiency-driven
economy, its workforce is shrinking even as demand for skills - especially sophisticated skills - is rising. Unfortunately, Sri Lanka
has been slow to expand technical and vocational education and training (TVET) and tertiary education. Responsibility for TVET is
fragmented; the system is supply-driven; there is a shortage of reliable information on labour market skills demand and supply;
employers are sidelined; and the resources invested are not linked to performance. The MC recognises the severity of the skills
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constraint and highlights the importance of investing in workforce skills to raise both productivity and competitiveness. This report
analyses skills demand and supply in Sri Lanka and scrutinises how skills are formed, the factors shaping skills demand, and the
responsiveness of the system. Finally, it offers suggestions for how skills development can be improved so that Sri Lanka can
meet its economic growth and poverty reduction goals.
Although profitable development and exploitation of natural resources has been, and still remains, the goal of many individuals and
firms within the extractive industries, several new goals must also be considered, the foremost of which is the wise management of
the already discovered stocks of renewable and nonrenewable natural resources. This aspect has become of vital importance for
society as a whole. It is this dual objective - the economic feasibility on behalf of private interests, and the efficient development
and utilization of natural resources as viewed from the societal point of view - that is covered in this book. The material presented
is based on many published and unpublished sources, and serves to demonstrate the basic principles associated with the
economics and management of mineral resources. Rather than attempting to carry on an in-depth analysis of the various topics,
the author has provided a broad coverage of the basic concepts and their applications in real-life occurrences. For those interested
in more intensive analysis, suggested additional selected readings and references are provided. The book is written as an
introductory-level textbook in mineral economics. Advanced students in mineral engineering programs, economics, and business
administration curricula, with a particular interest in economic analysis of mineral and energy activities may find this book an
appropriate starting-point. Likewise, first-year graduate students in engineering programs, resource economics, mineral
economics, natural resource management, environmental sciences, and law will find that the book provides a fundamental
understanding of the basic concepts of mineral economics and how they relate to the general economic and management
theories.
Providing a fascinating insight into the factors that influence individual choices regarding eating habits, diet and other behavioral
patterns relevant to obesity, this book offers a new perspective about the relationship of obesity to poverty and inequality. The
authors explore a unique socioeconomic model that helps build the framework to understand the causes of obesity and its relation
to health, science, and economics. An essential read for policy makers who are seeking a framework to address this problem.

Large-scale economic change such as the rise of coinage occurred during the Persian-dominated centuries (6th-4th
centuries BCE) in the Eastern Mediterranean and ancient Near East. How do the biblical texts of the time respond to
such developments? In this study, Peter Altmann lays out foundational economic conceptions from the ancient Near East
and earlier biblical traditions in order to show how Persian-period biblical texts build on these traditions to address the
challenges of their day. Economic issues are central for how Ezra and Nehemiah approach the topics of temple building
and of Judean self-understanding, and economics are also important for other Persian-period texts. Following significant
interaction with the material culture and extra-biblical texts, the author devotes special attention to the ascendancy of
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economics and its theological and identity implications as structuring metaphors for divine action and human community
in the Persian period.
Welfare economics is a branch of economics using microeconomic techniques to simultaneously determine the efficiency
of the overall economy and the income distribution consequences associated with it. As a British economist best known
for his work in many fields and particularly in welfare economics, Pigou attended the prestigious Harrow School and was
a graduate of King's College, Cambridge, where he studied under Alfred Marshall, famously known as the creator of "The
Marshall Plan." Here in The Economics of Welfare, Pigou asserts that individuals are the best judges of their own
welfare, that people will prefer greater welfare to less welfare, and that welfare can be adequately measured either in
monetary terms or as a relative preference. Scholars and students of both economics and welfare policy will find Pigou's
work a significant contribution to current debates on welfare policy directions. Included in Volume II: "The National
Dividend and Labour" and "The Distribution of the National Dividend." Detailed Appendices include, "Uncertainty-Bearing
as a Factor of Production" (Appendix I), "The Measurement of Elasticities of Demand" (Appendix II), a "A Diagrammatic
and Mathematical Treatment of Certain Problems of Competition and Monopoly" (Appendix III). ALSO AVAILABLE AT
COSIMO CLASSICS: The Economics of Welfare: Volume I ARTHUR CECIL PIGOU (1877-1959) was a Professor of
Political Economy at Cambridge University from 1908 to 1943. He is best known for the development of "The Pigou
Effect," an economics term, which refers to the stimulation of output & employment caused by increasing consumption.
Pigou served on a number of royal commissions, including the 1919 committee on income tax.
This Handbook provides a comprehensive overview of the modern economics of education literature, bringing together a
series of original contributions by globally renowned experts in their fields. Covering a wide variety of topics, each chapter
assesses the most recent research with an emphasis on skills, evaluation and data analytics.
By examining economic development in the Middle East in the aftermath of the Arab Spring, this textbook introduces
undergraduate and postgraduate students to the most pressing and topical economic issues in the contemporary Middle East.
With comprehensive coverage of the entire region, the author examines the economic prospects for the Gulf and charts the growth
of economic power in the region. Organised thematically, a full range of topics are discussed, including: the role of banks and
capital markets in the region’s development the impact of demographic changes, such as the dramatic decline in birth rates and
the implications for future employment the development of economic advances in oil and gas production the effects of the region’s
economic development on international and inter-regional trade. Through discussing the region’s problems of the past as well as
the present and future challenges, this book provides students with a compact and manageable review of the state of economic
development in the Middle East.
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This Intro to Economics Teacher Guide contains materials for use with Bankruptcy of Our Nation and Money Wise DVD. Lesson
PlannerWeekly Lesson ScheduleStudent WorksheetsQuizzes & TestAnswer Key10th-12th grade1 Year Economics1/2 Credit
Features: Each suggested weekly schedule has four easy-to-manage lessons that combine reading, worksheets, and vocabularybuilding opportunities. Worksheets, quizzes, and tests are perforated and three-hole punched — materials are easy to tear out,
hand out, grade, and store. Adjust the schedule and materials needed to best work within your educational program. Space is
given for assignments dates. There is flexibility in scheduling. Adapt the days to your school schedule. Workflow: Students will
read the pages in their book and then complete each section of the Teacher Guide. They should be encouraged to complete as
many of the activities and projects as possible as well. Tests are given at regular intervals with space to record each grade. If used
with younger students, they may be given the option of only choosing activities or projects of interest to them and taking open book
tests. Calculating Credits: This course should take between 60 to 90 hours to complete, depending on any additional hours spent
on added research, essay writing assignments, or suggested lab work, if assigned. Elective courses that take 60 hours are
commonly assigned ½ credit, while those 120 hours or more are assigned a full credit; core courses require over 150 hours for a
credit. Based on whether this is being used as a core or elective course, make your final credits calculation based on the total
hours of coursework completed in the year.
First published in 1952, the International Bibliography of the Social Sciences (anthropology, economics, political science, and
sociology) is well established as a major bibliographic reference for students, researchers and librarians in the social sciences
worldwide. Key features * Authority: Rigorous standards are applied to make the IBSS the most authoritative selective bibliography
ever produced. Articles and books are selected on merit by some of the world's most expert librarians and academics. *Breadth:
today the IBSS covers over 2000 journals - more than any other comparable resource. The latest monograph publications are also
included. *International Coverage: the IBSS reviews scholarship published in over 30 languages, including publications from
Eastern Europe and the developing world. *User friendly organization: all non-English titles are word sections. Extensive author,
subject and place name indexes are provided in both English and French. Place your standing order now for the 2001 volumes of
the the IBSS Anthropology: 2001 Vol.47 December 2002: 234x156: 584pp: Hb: 0-415-28400-7: £195.00 Economics: 2001 Vol.50
December 2002: 234x156: 656pp: Hb: 0-415-28401-5: £195.00 Political Science: 2001 Vol.50 December 2002: 234x156: 648pp:
Hb: 0-415-28402-3: £195.00 Sociology: 2001 Vol.51 December 2002: 234x156: 672pp: Hb: 0-415-28403-1: £195.00
Back in the good old days on the fourth floor of the Altbau of Bonn's Ju ridicum, Werner Hildenbrand put an end to a debate about
a festschrift in honor of an economist on the occasion of his turning 60 with a laconic: "Much too early." Remembering his position
five years ago, we did not dare to think about one for him. But now he has turned 65. If consulted, he would most likely still
answer: "Much too early." However, he has to take his official re tirement, and we believe that this is the right moment for such an
endeavor. No doubt Werner Hildenbrand will not really retire. As professor emeritus, free from the constraints of a rigid teaching
schedule and the burden of com mittee meetings, he will be able to indulge his passions. We expect him to pursue, with
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undiminished enthusiasm, his research, travel, golfing, the arts, and culinary pleasures - escaping real retirement.
How does education affect economic and social outcomes, and how can it inform public policy? Volume 3 of the Handbooks in the
Economics of Education uses newly available high quality data from around the world to address these and other core questions.
With the help of new methodological approaches, contributors cover econometric methods and international test score data. They
examine the determinants of educational outcomes and issues surrounding teacher salaries and licensure. And reflecting
government demands for more evidence-based policies, they take new looks at institutional feaures of school systems. Volume
editors Eric A. Hanushek (Stanford), Stephen Machin (University College London) and Ludger Woessmann (Ifo Institute for
Economic Research, Munich) draw clear lines between newly emerging research on the economics of education and prior work. In
conjunction with Volume 4, they measure our current understanding of educational acquisition and its economic and social effects.
Uses rich data to study issues of high contemporary policy relevance Demonstrates how education serves as an important
determinant of economic and social outcomes Benefits from the globalization of research in the economics of education
This book looks at a number of topics in economic education, presenting multiple perspectives from those in the field to anyone
interested in teaching economics. Using anecdotes, classroom experiments and surveys, the contributing authors show that, with
some different or new techniques, teaching economics can be more engaging for students and help them better retain what they
learned. Chapters cover a wide range of approaches to teaching economics, from interactive approaches such as utilizing video
games and Econ Beats, to more rigorous examinations of government policies, market outcomes and exploring case studies from
specific courses. Many of the chapters incorporate game theory and provide worked out examples of games designed to help
students with intuitive retention of the material, and these games can be replicated in any economics classroom. While the
exercises are geared towards college-level economics students, instructors can draw inspiration for course lectures from the
various approaches taken here and utilize them at any level of teaching. This book will be very useful to instructors in economics
interested in bringing innovative teaching methods into the classroom.
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